
TECHNICAL 
INFORMATION

CHARACTERISTICS 

CONSTITUTION

*The exact percentage (concentration)of composition has been withheld as a trade secret

PHYSICAL CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
Appearance:  Transparent yellow liquid and aroma.
PH:   9
Stability:  Very good.
Solubility:  10 : 1             

WORKING CONDITIONS
1. Test the product before use in a hidden area to always check the color stability and fiber distortion.
 

 

 

Aircraft Carpet Stain Remover 
BN-100

It is based on phosphates, stabilizers, solvents, detergents, persevantes and aroma.

CHEMICAL Description CAS-NO WEIGHT % TRADE SECRET

Phosphates
Stabilizers

*41-9YRATEIPORPstnevloS
enilaklA

* 4-1YRATEIPORPIsopropanol 
* 5-2YRATEIPORPPursuivants    

2. Always dilute the product 10: 1 (10 parts of water per 1 part of BN100) for high traffic cleaning and 
heavily soiled areas such as hallways and specific stains. Never use Air Craft Carpet Cleaning Spot & 
Stain Remover undiluted.
3. Remove as much spilled material as possible prior to application of the solution. If the particles 
or spill is dust, vacuum with a normal vacuum cleaner. If it is liquid, dry with an absorbent towel. If 
the material is sticky, use a spatula or blunt knife to remove as much material as possible. 
4. Apply the solution freely with applicator or spray to specific spots at 10: 1 dilution. Agitate at 
spot with spatula or hand brush, or with an absorbent towel.

5. For best results, use in combination with the CRISTAL AIRCRAFT MB1.

1 888 444 9027

50-60                    *Water
PROPIETARY 12-17                      *

Air Craft Carpet Stain Remover BN-100 is a highly concentrated all natural, fast acting, organic 
stain remover, non-toxic, non-flammable, non-discolouring and leaves no sticky residue. Air Craft 
Carpet Cleaning Spot & Stain Remover is used for professional results against: food, blood, iodine, 
grease, oil, latex paint and more. Penetrates into carpet to naturally absorb and digest the sources of 
bad odors leaving behind a pleasant fragrance.

PROPIETARY 11-16                      *

PROPIETARY 6-9                        *

* 2-1YRATEIPORPAroma    


